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The asymptotic distribution of the sample canonical correlations and coefficients
of the canonical variates is obtained when the nonzero population canonical
correlations are distinct and sampling is from the normal distribution. The
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hotelling (1936) proposed canonical correlations as invariant measures
of relationships between two sets of variates. Suppose that the two random
vectors Y and X of p and q components ( pq), respectively, have the
covariance matrix
7=\7YY7XY
7YX
7XX+ (1.1)
with 7YY and 7XX nonsingular. The first canonical correlation, say \1 , is
the maximum correlation between linear combinations U=:$Y and
V=#$X. The maximizing linear combinations normalized so var U=
var V=1 and denoted U1=:$1 Y and V1=#$1X are the first canonical
variates. The second canonical correlation \2 is the maximum correlation
between linear combinations U=:$Y and V=#$X uncorrelated with U1
and V1 . The maximizing linear combinations, say U2=:$2Y and V2=#$2X,
are the second canonical variates. Other pairs, (Uj , Vj), are defined
similarly, j=3, ..., p. If p<q, Vp+1=#$p+1X, ..., Vq=#$qX are defined so
var(Vj)=1 and cov(Vj , Vk)=0, k=1, ..., j&1, j= p+1, ..., q. See Anderson
(1984, Sect. 12.2) for more details.
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From a sample (y1 , x1), ..., (yN , xN) the sample covariance matrices SYY ,
SYX , and SXX are calculated. Then the sample canonical correlations are
the maximal sample correlations of linear combinations of the vectors
(a$y: , c$x:), and the sample canonical variates are those maximizing linear
combinations. The sample canonical correlations and the coefficients of
the sample canonical variates are estimators of the population canonical
correlations and coefficients. Except for a factor (N&1)N these estimators
are maximum likelihood estimators under the assumption that (Y$, X$)$ has
a normal distribution.
The distribution of the canonical correlations under normality when
7YX=0 (that is, Y and X uncorrelated) has a simple form (Hsu, 1939), but
when 7YX{0 the distribution involves zonal polynomials (Constantine,
1963) and is of limited use. Hsu (1941) found the asymptotic distribution
of the canonical correlations including models in which the population
canonical correlations were of arbitrary multiplicities.
The coefficients of the canonical vectors have received less attention.
Asymptotic distributions of the coefficients have been obtained, but they
have pertained to modification of the canonical vectors, the derivations are
incomplete, or they are incorrect. One purpose of this paper is to obtain
completely the asymptotic distribution of the correlations and coefficients
as usually defined. The relation to other contributions is discussed in
Section 6.
If the vector (Y$, X$)$ has a normal distribution with EY=+Y , EX=+X ,
the conditional distribution of Y given X=x is normal and can be
represented as
Y=+Y+B(x&+X)+Z, (1.2)
where
B=7YX 7
&1
XX , (1.3)
and the unobservable vector
Z=Y&+Y&B(X&+X) (1.4)
has mean 0 and covariance matrix
7ZZ=7YY&B7XXB$=7YY&7YX 7&1XX 7XY , (1.5)
and is normally distributed. The variance of a linear combination ,$Y of
the dependent variable Y can be decomposed into the ‘‘effect’’ variance
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due to the regression on X and the ‘‘error’’ variance due to ,$Z. (Note
EXZ$=0.) The linear combination, say ,$1Y, maximizing the ratio of the
effect variance to the error variance is a multiple of U1=:$1 Y. Similarly,
the linear combination, say ,$2 Y, maximizing this ratio among linear com-
bination uncorrelated with U1 is a multiple of U2=:$2Y, etc. The vectors
,1 , ..., ,p are the characteristic vectors of B7XX B$ in the metric of 7ZZ ,
and the characteristic roots are %1=\21(1&\
2
1), ..., %p=\
2
p (1&\
2
p). The
asymptotic theory for these linear combinations and ratios is also obtained
and compared with earlier work.
In ‘‘reduced rank regression’’ the matrix B may be restricted to a rank k,
say, less than its numbers of rows and columns. The maximum likelihood
estimator of B then involves the estimators of the vectors ,1 , ..., ,k and
roots %1 , ..., %k or equivalently :1 , ..., :k , #1 , ..., #k , \1 , ..., \k (Anderson
1951a). Reduced rank regression has been used to estimate cointegrating
relations in some nonstationary models (Johansen, 1988).
In econometric models the interest is in the linear restrictions that hold
on B; these can be represented by the vectors ,k+1 , ..., ,p associated with
the p&k zero characteristic roots and are estimated by the sample vectors
associated with the p&k smallest roots. In stationary econometric models,
the estimation of a single restriction is known as the Limited Information
Maximum Likelihood method (Anderson and Rubin, 1949). Anderson
(1951b) found the asymptotic distribution of the estimators of ,1 , ..., ,p ,
%1 , ..., %p for the model (1.2) when the observations x1 , ..., xN are non-
stochastic and Z has a normal distribution. In this paper X is a normally
distributed random vector, leading to different results.
Robinson (1973) claimed to have found the asymptotic distribution of
these estimators when X and Z are random with arbitrary distributions,
but his results are incorrect. Izenman (1975) treated the asymptotic dis-
tribution of the estimators of :1 , ..., :p , #1 , .., #q and \1 , ..., \p . However, he
did not succeed in obtaining an explicit expression for the asymptotic
covariances of the estimaters. Velu et al. (1986) have further studied
reduced rank regression. Brillinger (1975) found the asymptotic distribu-
tion of vectors related to the canonical variates, but it is not correct.
In Sections 2 and 3 Y and X are treated as a pair of random vectors
having a joint distribution; the asymptotic distribution of the canonical
correlations and canonical vectors is found. In Section 4 the vector Y is
treated as a dependent vector generated by (1.2), where X is the independent
(random) vector; the asymptotic distribution of the characteristic roots and
vectors of B7XX B$ in the metric of 7ZZ is obtained. In Section 5 each of
these problems is studied in the context of X being a nonstochastic vector.
Section 6 comments on the relations between the results in this paper with
results in other papers. Section 7 treats the more general models admitting
zero canonical correlations.
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2. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
The equations defining the canonical correlations and variates (in the
population) are
\&\7YY7XY
7YX
&\7XX+\
:
#+=0, (2.1)
where \ satisfies
}&\7YY7XY
7YX
&\7XX }=0, (2.2)
and
:$7YY:=1, #$7XX #=1. (2.3)
The number of nonzero canonical correlations is the rank of 7YX . The
canonical correlations are ordered \1 } } } \p &\p } } } &\1 with
q& p additional roots of 0. If \1> } } } >\p , the solutions :1 , ..., :p ,
#1 , ..., #p are uniquely determined except for multiplication by &1. To
eliminate this indeterminacy we require :ii>0. (Since the matrix A=
(:1 , ..., :p) is nonsingular, the components of Y can be numbered in such
a way that the i th component of :i is nonzero.)
From (2.1) we obtain #=(1\) 7&1XX 7XY:, :=(1\) 7
&1
YY 7YX# ,
\27YY :=7YX 7&1XX 7XY:=B7XX B$:, (2.4)
\27XX#=7XY 7&1YY 7XY#. (2.5)
The solutions of (2.1) corresponding to \1 , ..., \p can be assembled as
A=(:1 , ..., :p) and (#1 , ..., #p). If p<q, there are p&q additional solutions
(#p+1 , ..., #q) with \=0. Let 1=(#1 , ..., #q) and let R=diag(\1 , ..., \p),
R =(R, 0). Then the solutions can be chosen to satisfy
\A$0
0
1$+\
7YY
7XY
7YX
7YY+\
A
0
0
1+
=\A$7YY A1$7XY A
A$7YX1
1$7XX1+=\
I
R $
R
I + . (2.6)
This is the covariance matrix of the canonical variates U=A$Y and
V=1$Y.
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If the sample is from a normal distribution N(+, 7) with +=(+$Y , +$X)$,
the maximum likelihood estimators of the means and covariances are
+^=\+^Y+^X+=\
y
x +=
1
N
:
N
:=1 \
y:
x:+ , (2.7)
7 =
1
N
:
N
:=1 \
y:&y
x:&x + (y$:&y $, x$:&x $)
=\7 YY7 XY
7 YX
7 XX+=
n
N \
SYY
SXY
SYX
7 XX+=
n
N
S, (2.8)
where n=N&1. The statistics +^ and 7 are sufficient; S is an unbiased
estimator of 7.
The sample equations corresponding to (2.1) and (2.3) defining the pop-
ulation canonical correlations and variates are
\&rSYYSXY
SXY
&rSXX+\
a
c+=0, (2.9)
a$SYYa=1, c$SXX c=1. (2.10)
The solutions with aii>0, i=1, ..., p, and r1>r2> } } } >rp>0 define the
estimators A =(a1 , ..., ap), 1 =(c1 , ..., cq), R =diag(r1 , ..., rp). These are
uniquely defined except that if q> p, cp+1 , ..., cq satisfy c$SXXc=1,
c$SXX cj=0, j=1, ..., p, and some other (q& p)(q& p&1) arbitrary
conditions. From (2.9) and (2.10) we obtain c=(1r) S&1XX SXY a,
a=(1r) S&1YY SYX c,
SYXS
&1
XX SXY a=r
2SYYa, (2.11)
SXYS
&1
YY SYXc=r
2SXXc, (2.12)
The equation (2.4) can be written
7YX7
&1
XX 7XY :=
\2
1&\2
(7YY&7YX7
&1
XX 7XY):=%7ZZ :, (2.13)
where %=\2(1&\2). Let ,=(1- 1&\2):. Then
B7XXB$,=%7ZZ,, ,$7ZZ ,=1, (2.14)
and |B7XX B$&%7ZZ |=0. It may be convenient to treat ,1 , %1 , ..., ,p , %p
based on the model (1.2).
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The density of (Y$, X$)$, can be written
n _\yx+ } \
+Y
+X+\
7YY 7YX
7XY 7XX+&
=n(y | +Y+B(x&+X), 7ZZ) } n(x | +X , 7XX). (2.15)
The maximum likelihood estimators of B and 7ZZ are determined from the
first factor on the right-hand side of (2.15); they depend on normality of z:
independent of x: , x:&1 , z:&1 , ..., x1 , z1 . In econometric terms x: is
‘‘predetermined’’; components of x: can be functions of y:&1 , x:&1 , ..., y1 ,
x1 , for example, lagged values of the dependent vector as in time series
analysis. This was pointed out by Anderson (1951a). The estimators are
B =7 YX 7
&1
XX =SYXS
&1
XX , (2.16)
n
N
SZZ=7 ZZ=7 YY&B 7 XX B $=
n
N
(SYY&SYX S
&1
XX SXY). (2.17)
The sample analogs of (2.14) are
B SXX B $f=tSZZf, f$SZZf=1. (2.18)
The solutions are t1=r21 (1&r
2
1)> } } } >tp=r
2
p (1&r
2
p) and f1=
a1 (1&r21)
&12, ..., fp=ap (1&r2p)
&12, with f ii>0, i=1, ..., p.
In some problems it may be required that 7YX and hence B have rank
not greater than a specified number, say k. Anderson (1951a) showed that
the maximum likelihood estimator of B of rank k is B k=SZZ 8 18 $1B
[(2.49) of Anderson (1951a)]; alternative forms are
B k=SZZ8 1 8 $1=SZZ A 1R 1 (1&R
2
1)
&1 1 $1=SYX1 11 $1 , (2.19)
where 8 1=(, 1 , ..., , k), A 1=(a1 , ..., ak), 1 1=(#^1 , ..., #^k) and R1=
diag(r1 , ..., rk). This result has been repeated by Hannan (1967), Chow and
Ray-Chaudhari (1967), and Johansen (1988), among others. Robinson
(1973), Izenman (1975), and Velu et al. (1986) have found the same
estimator by minimizing tr(SYY&EFSXY&SYXF$E$+EFSXXF$E$)S
&1
ZZ with
respect to E and F (of orders p_k and k_p respectively). The maximum likeli-
hood estimatorof EF minimizes |(SYY&EFSYX&SYXF$E$+EFSXXF$E$)S
&1
ZZ | .
Anderson (1951a) actually treated a more general case. Partition X, B,
and 7YX into q1 and q2 columns: X=(X(1)$, X(2)$)$, B=(B1 , B2),
7YX=(7Y1 , 7Y2), and
SXX=\S11 S12S21 S22+ . (2.20)
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Suppose B2 ( p_q2) is specified to have rank k (<q2). Then the maximum
likelihood estimator of B2 has the form (2.17) with B replaced by B 2
defined by B =(B 1 , B 2) and , j replaced by the solution of
B 2 (S22&S21S&111 S12) B $2,$=tSZZ,, ,$SZZ,=1 (2.21)
for the k largest values of %.
Another question of interest is to test the null hypothesis that the rank
of B (or B2) is k. Anderson (1951a) found the likelihood ratio criterion to
be
&2 log *= &N :
p
i=k+1
log(1&r2i ). (2.22)
The covariance matrices SYY , SYX , SXX under normality have the same
distribution as (1n) n:=1 y: y$: , (1n) 
n
:=1 y:x$: , (1n) 
n
:=1 x:x$: , which
are the maximum likelihood estimators when Ey:=0, Ex:=0. Since the
focus of the paper is on asymptotic theory, we shall henceforth assume
Ey:=0, Ex:=0 and define SYY=(1n) n:=1 y: y$: , etc.
3. SAMPLE CANONICAL VARIABLES
The sample covariances of U=A$Y and V=1$X are
SUU=A$SYY A, SUV=A$SYX1, SVV=1$SXX1. (3.1)
The sample canonical variates in terms of the population canonical variates
satisfy
\&rSUUSVU
SUV
&rSVV+\
g
h+=0, (3.2)
g$SUUg=1, h$SVV h=1. (3.3)
Let G=(g1 , ..., gp), H=(h1 , ..., hq). Then
SUVH=SUUG(R , 0), (3.4)
SVUG=SVV H \R0+ , (3.5)
where R =diag(r1 , ..., rp). Normalization leads to
G$SUUG=I, H$SVVH=I. (3.6)
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Since SUU w
p
7UU=I, SVV w
p
7VV=I, and SUV w
p
7UV=R , then G w
p
I
if \1> } } } >\p and gii>0, and
H w
p \ I0
0
H22+ , (3.7)
and H22 is orthogonal. To avoid further complications we shall assume
p=q.
If the fourth-order moments of Y and X are bounded, then the matrices
- n (SYY&7YY), - n (SXY&7XY), and - n (SXX&7XX) have a limiting
normal distribution with means zero, and so do - n (SUU&I)
- n (SUV&R) and - n (SVV&I). The covariances of these normal distribution
are linear functions of the fourth-order moments of Y and X or U and V.
Since the set of components of G, H, and R is a single-valued, invertible,
differentiable function of the components of SUU , SVV , and SUV in the
neighborhood of I, I, and R, the set of components of
G*=- n (G&I), H*=- n (H&I), R*=- n (R &R) (3.8)
has a limiting normal distribution. The covariances and covariances of the
limiting normal distribution can be found by a Taylor’s expansion of (G,
H, R ) around the point (SUU , SUV , SVV)=(I, R, I). We shall calculate this
linear transformation as the inverse of the expansion of (SUU , SUV , SVV)
around the point (G, H, R )=(I, I, R). We substitute in (3.4) and (3.5) for
G, H and R from (3.8) and retain the terms linear in G*, H*, and R*.
Note that this procedure amounts to finding the derivatives of G*, H*, and
R* with respect to the components of (SUU , SVV , SUV).
After rearrangement of terms, we obtain from (3.4) and (3.5)
- n [(SUV&R)&(SUU&I)R]=G*R+R*&RH*+op (1), (3.9)
- n [(SVU&R)&(SVV&I)R]=&RG*+H*R+R*+op (1). (3.10)
We solve (3.9) and (3.10) for the nondiagonal elements of G* and H* and
the diagonal elements of R*. The sum of (3.9) multiplied by R on the right
and (3.10) multiplied by R on the left and the sum of (3.9) multiplied by
R on the left and (3.10) multiplied by R on the right are
- n [(SUV&R)R+R(SVU&R)&R(SVV&I)R&(SUU&I)R2]
=2RR*+G*R2&R2G*+op (1), (3.11)
- n [R(SUV&R)+(SVU&R)R&R(SUU&I)R&(SVV&I)R2]
=2RR*+H*R2&R2H*+op (1). (3.12)
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[These equations can also be obtained from (2.11) and (2.12)]. When G=
I+(1- n)G* and H=I+(1- n)H* are substituted into (3.6), we obtain
- n (SUU&I)=&(G*$+G*)+op (1), (3.13)
- n (SVV&I)=&(H*$+H*)+op (1). (3.14)
The i th diagonal term in each of (3.11) and (3.12) is 2\iri*+op (1),
i=1, ..., p. The (i, j) th term of (3.11) is gij*(\2j &\
2
i )+op (1) and the (i, j) th
term of (3.12) is hij*(\2j &\
2
i )+op (1), i{ j, i, j=1, ..., p. The i th diagonal
term of - n (SUU&I) is &2gii*+op (1) and the i th diagonal term of
- n (SVV&I) is &2hii*+op (1). From now on we shall suppose that
\1 , ..., \p are distinct and positive. Then the equations (3.11), (3.12), (3.13),
and (3.14) can be solved for the elements of R*, G*, and H*.
The covariances of these components are linear functions of the fourth-
order moments of the components of Y and X. We shall now assume that
Y and X are normal in order to compute the covariances of the sample
covariances, which are quadratic in the elements of 7. We use the fact that
the 2-vectors (U1 , V1), ..., (Up , Vp) are uncorrelated and hence independent.
From (3.11) and (3.12) we obtain
1
- n
:
n
:=1
(&\ i\ jvi:vj:+\ju i:vj:+\i vi: uj:&\2j ui:uj:)
=
1
- n
:
n
:=1
[&(ui:&\ ivi:)(uj:&\jvj:)+(1&\2j )ui:uj:]
=2\iri*$ij+ gij*(\2j &\
2
i )+op (1), (3.15)
1
- n
:
n
:=1
(&\ i\ jui:u j:+\i ui: vj:+\ j vi:uj:&\2j v i:vj:)
=
1
- n
:
n
:=1
[&(vi:&\iu i:)(vj:&\ juj:)+(1&\2j )vi:vj:]
=2\iri*$ij+hij*(\2j &\
2
i )+op (1). (3.16)
The np pairs (ui: , v i:) are uncorrelated and independent. The covariances of
the left-hand sides can be calculated from the following covariance matrix
of ui: , vi: , ui:&\ivi: , vi:&\iu i::
_
1
\i
1&\2i
0
\ i
1
0
1&\2i
1&\2i
0
1&\2i
&\i (1&\2i )
0
1&\2i
&\i (1&\2i )
1&\2i
& . (3.17)
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The quadruples for i{ j ( gij*, gji*, hij*, hji*) are asymptotically uncorrelated.
The asymptotic covariance matrix of (\2j &\
2
i ) gij* and (\
2
i &\
2
j ) gji* is
_(1&\
2
j )(\
2
i +\
2
j &2\
2
i \
2
j )
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )(\
2
i +\
2
j )
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )(\
2
i +\
2
j )
(1&\2i )(\
2
i +\
2
j &2\
2
i \
2
j )& , (3.18)
which is also the asymptotic covariance matrix for (\2j &\
2
i )hij* and
(\2i &\
2
j )h ji* . The asymptotic covariance matrix of the row vector
[(\2j &\
2
i ) gij* , (\
2
i &\
2
j ) gji*] and the column vector [(\
2
j &\
2
i )hij*,
(\2i &\
2
j )h ji*]$ is
_\ i\ j (2&\
2
i &3\
2
j +2\
2
i \
2
j )
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )(\
2
i +\
2
j )
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )(\
2
i +\
2
j )
\ i\ j (2&\2j &3\
2
i +2\
2
i \
2
j )& . (3.19)
From (3.11) andor (3.12) we obtain
&2\i ri*=
1
- n
:
n
:=1
(\2i v
2
i:&2\ ivi:ui:+\
2
i u
2
i:)+op (1)
=
1
- n
:
n
:=1
[(ui:&\ivi:)2&(1&\2i )u
2
i:]+op (1). (3.20)
From (3.13) and (3.14) we obtain
2gii*=&
1
- n
:
n
:=1
(u2i:&1)+op (1),
(3.21)
2hii*=&
1
- n
:
n
:=1
(v2i:&1)+op (1).
The asymptotic covariance matrix of ri*, gii* , hii* is
(1&\2i )
2 &12\i (1&\
2
i ) &
1
2\ i (1&\
2
i )
_&12\ i (1&\2i ) 12 12\2i & . (3.22)
&12\ i (1&\
2
i )
1
2\
2
i
1
2
To summarize: the variables (ri*, gii*, h ii*), i=1, ..., p, and ( gij*, gji*, h ij*, h ji*),
i< j, i, j=1, ..., p, have a limiting normal distribution, the covariance
matrix of which has blocks (3.18), (3.19), and (3.22) with the rest of the
entries being zeros.
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A solution to (3.2) and (3.3) is related to the solution to (2.18) and
(2.19) by
a=Ag, c=1h. (3.23)
Thus
- n (aj&:j)=- n A(gj&=j)=A( g*1 j , ..., g*pj )$+op (1),
= :
p
k=1
:k g*kj+op (1)=: j g jj*+ :
p
k=1
k{ j
:k g*kj+op (1),
- n (cj&#j)=- n 1(hj&=j)=1(h*1 j , ..., h*pj)$+op (1)
= :
p
k=1
#kh*kj+op (1)=# jh jj*+ :
p
k=1
k{ j
#kh*kj+op (1), (3.24)
where =j is the j th column of I. The asymptotic variances and covariances
are
nE(aj&:j)(aj&:j)$=
1
2
:j :j$+(1&\2j ) :
p
k=1
k{ j
\2k+\
2
j &2\
2
k\
2
j
(\2j &\
2
k)
2 :k:k$ ,
(3.25)
nE(cj&#j)(cj&#j)$=
1
2
#j# j$+(1&\2j ) :
p
k=1
k{ j
\2k+\
2
j &2\
2
k\
2
j
(\2j &\
2
k)
2 #k#k$ ,
(3.26)
nE(aj&:j)(al&:l)$=
(1&\2j )(1&\
2
l )(\
2
j +\
2
l )
(\2j &\
2
l )
2 :l:j$ , j{l, (3.27)
nE(cj&#j)(cl&#l)$=
(1&\2j )(1&\
2
l )(\
2
j +\
2
l )
(\2j &\
2
l )
2 #l#j$ , j{l, (3.28)
nE(aj&:j)(cl&:l)$=
(1&\2j )(1&\
2
l )(\
2
j +\
2
l )
(\2j &\
2
l )
2 #l: j$ .
(3.29)
Note that the contribution of :k:$k to the asymptotic covariance matrix
of aj depends on \2j and \
2
k . The contribution is small if \
2
j &\
2
k is numeri-
cally large or if \2j is large
To obtain the asymptotic covariances of gij* and hij* , i{ j, we have used
E!i! j ’i ’ j=E!i’i E! j’ j (3.30)
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when E!i ! j=E!i’ j=E’ i’ j=0 and E! i=E! j=E’i=E’ j=0. That is, that
zero correlation of (!i , ’i) and (! j , ’ j) implies factoring of fourth-order
moments. This is the case when !i , ’i , ! j , ’ j have a joint normal distribu-
tion. In obtaining the asymptotic covariances of ri*, g ii* , and hii* we have
used the more general
E’i ’2 ’3’4=E’1 ’2E’3’4+E’1’3E’2’4+E’1’4E’2 ’3 . (3.31)
These relations between fourth-order and second-order moments hold for
normally distributed variables. If normality is not assumed, the asymptotic
covariances would have to include more general fourth-order moments
which would not necessarily depend only on 7.
4. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION IN A REGRESSION MODEL
Consider the equations (2.18). In terms of the canonical variates
U=A$Y and V=1$X (2.18) becomes (Ak=f)
SUV S
&1
VV SVUk=tSWWk, k$SWWk=1, (4.1)
where
SWW=SUU&SUVS
&1
VV SVU . (4.2)
For a solution to (4.1) t has to satisfy
0=|SUVS
&1
VV SVU&tSWW |
=|(1+t) SUVS&1VV SVU&tSUU | . (4.3)
Thus t(1+t)=r2 or t=r2(1&r2). Then (4.1) becomes
SUV S&1UV SVU k=r
2SUUk, (4.4)
which is the equation for g solving (3.2). Hence a solution ki to (4.4) is
proportional to a solution gi to (3.2) after eliminating h. The normalization
of gi$SUUgi=1 implies giSWW gi=1&r2i . Then k i$SWWk i=1 implies
ki=(1&r2i )
&12 gi . Hence ki w
p
(1&\2i )
&12 =i .
Define K=(k1 , ..., kp) and T=diag(t1 , ..., tp). Then K=G(I&R 2)&12
and T=R 2(I&R 2)&1. Define
K*=- n [K&(I&R2)&12], T*=- n [T&3]. (4.5)
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Then
K*=G*(I&R2)&12+R(I&R2)&32 R*+op (1), (4.6)
T*=2RR*(I&R2)&2+op (1). (4.7)
The asymptotic covariance matrix of ti*=2\ i ri*(1&\2i )
&2+op (1) and
kii*=gii*(1&\2i )
&12+\ir i*(1&\2i )
&32+op (1) is
4\2i
(1&\2i )
2
\2i
(1&\2i )
32_ & . (4.8)\2i(1&\2i )32 12(1&\2i )
The asymptotic covariance matrix of (\2j &\
2
i )kij*=(\
2
j &\
2
i ) gij*(1&\
2
j )
&12
+op (1) and (\2i &\
2
j )kji*=(\
2
i &\
2
j ) gji*(1&\
2
i )
&12+op (1), i{ j, is
_
\2i +\
2
j &2\
2
i \
2
j
(\2i +\
2
j ) - 1&\2i - 1&\2j
(\2i +\
2
j ) - 1&\2i - 1&\2j
\2i +\
2
j &2\
2
i \
2
j
& . (4.9)
A solution f to (4.1) is related to a solution k of (4.4) by f=Ak. Thus
- n (fj&, j)=- n A[kj&(1&\2j )&12 =j]
=A(k*1 j , ..., k*pj)$+op (1). (4.10)
Thus
nE(fj&, j)(fj&, j)$

1
2(1&\2j )
:j: j$+(1&\2j ) :
p
k=1
k{ j
\2k+\
2
j &2\
2
k \
2
j
(\2j &\
2
k)
2 :k :k$ ,
=
1
2
, j, j$+ :
p
k=1
k{ j
(\2k+\
2
j &2\
2
k \
2
j )(1&\
2
k)
(\2j &\
2
k)
2 ,k ,k$ , (4.11)
nE(fj&, j)(fl&, l)$
 &
- 1&\2j - 1&\2l (\2j +\2l )
(\2j &\
2
l )
2 :l: j$
=&
(1&\2j )(1&\
2
l )(\
2
j +\
2
l )
(\2j &\
2
l )
2 , l, j$ . (4.12)
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5. CASE OF ONE SET OF VARIABLES NONSTOCHASTIC
5.1. Canonical Variables
If the observations on X are nonstochastic, the asymptotic theory of the
estimators is different. We take as the model
Y=Bx+Z, (5.1)
with Z distributed according to N(0, 7ZZ). We denote the observations as
(y1 , x1), ..., (yn , xn).
A linear combination ,$Y: has mean ,$Bx : and variance ,$7ZZ ,. The
mean sum of squares due to x is
1
n
:
n
:=1
(E,$Y:)
2=,$BSXXB$,, (5.2)
where SXX=(1n) n:=1 x:x: . Maximization of (5.2) relative to the error
variance of ,$7ZZ, leads to
BSXXB$,=%7ZZ,, ,$7ZZ ,=1, (5.3)
|BSXX B$&%7ZZ |=0. (5.4)
These equations are similar to (2.14), but 7XX in (2.14) has been replaced
by (nonstochastic) SXX in (5.3).
We shall find a suitable canonical form by replacing (2.1) and (2.3) by
_&\(7ZZ+BSXXB$)SXXB$
BSXX
&\SXX&_
:
#&=0, (5.5)
:$(7ZZ+BSXX B$):=1, #$SXX #=1. (5.6)
Solving the second vector equation in (5.5) for \#=B$: and substituting in
the first gives
BSXX B$:=\2(7ZZ+BSXXB$):. (5.7)
This equation and (5.6) imply :$7ZZ:=1&\2, %=\2(1&\2), and
,=:(1&\2)&12.
The solutions to (5.5) and (5.6) and :ii>0, \1> } } } >\p define the
matrices An=(:1 , ..., :p), 1n=(#1 , ..., #p), Rn=diag(\1 , ..., \p). Where con-
venient, the subscript n is used to emphasize that the matrices of trans-
formed parameters depend on n through SXX . Now define U=A$nY,
v:=1$n x: , W=A$n Z. Then
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7WW=A$n7ZZAn=I&R
2
n , (5.8)
SVV=1$nSXX 1n=I, (5.9)
A$nBSXX1n=Rn=A$n B(1$n)
&1. (5.10)
We write the model for U in terms of v and W as
U=9v+W, (5.11)
where Rn=A$nB(1$n)
&1 has been replaced by 9.
The maximum likelihood estimators of B and 7ZZ are given by (2.16)
and
SZZ=
1
n
:
n
:=1
(y:&B x:)(y:&B x:)$=SYY&B SXX B $. (5.12)
The estimators of An and R
2
n are formed from the solutions of
B SXX B $a=r2SYY a, (5.13)
a$SYYa=1. (5.14)
The estimators are A =(a1 , ..., ap), R
2=diag(r21 , ..., r
2
p), r
2
1> } } } >r
2
p>0.
When we transform from Y, X, and Z to U, V, and W, the estimators
of 9 and 7WW are
9 =SUV S
&1
VV=SUV , (5.15)
SWW=
1
n
:
n
:=1
(u:&9 v:)(u:&9 v:)$
=SUU&9 SVV9 $=SUU&9 9 $
=SUU&SUV S
&1
VV SVU=SUU&SUVSVU , (5.16)
where
SUU=A$n SYYAn , SUV=A$nSYX1n . (5.17)
Let g=A&1n a and G=A
&1
n A . Then (5.13) and (5.14) yield 9 9 $g=r
2SUU g
and g$SUU g=1,
9 9 $G=SUUGR
2, (5.18)
G$SUUG=I. (5.19)
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For the asymptotic theory we assume SXX  7XX and that the roots of
|B7XX B$&%7ZZ |=0 (5.20)
are distinct. Then An  A and 3n  3 satisfying
B7XX B$A=7ZZA3, (5.21)
A$7ZZ A=(I+3)
&1. (5.22)
Let G=I+(1- n)G* and R =Rn+(1- n)R*. Then (5.18) and (5.19)
yield
- n [(SWVRn+RnSVW)(I&R2n)&[SWW&(I&R2n)] R2n]
=G*R2n&R
2
n G*+2RnR*+op (1), (5.23)
- n [SWVRn+RnSVW+SWW&(I&R2n)]
=&(G*+G*)+op (1). (5.24)
We have used SUV=Rn+SWV and (5.17).
In components these equations include
1
- n
:
n
:=1
[(wi:vj: \j+\i vi:wj:)(1&\2j )&[wi:wj:&(1&\
2
j )$ij]\
2
j ]
=gij*(\2j &\
2
i )+2rj*\ j$ij+op (1), (5.25)
1
- n
:
n
:=1
[2wi: vi:\i+w2i:&(1&\
2
i )]
=&2gii*+op (1). (5.26)
From these we find the asymptotic covariances of (\2j &\
2
i ) gij* and
(\2i &\
2
j ) g ji*, i{ j, as
_(1&\
2
j )(\
2
i +\
2
j &3\
2
i \
2
j +\
2
i \
4
j )
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )(\
2
i +\
2
j &\
2
i \
2
j )
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )(\
2
i +\
2
j &\
2
i \
2
j )
(1&\2i )(\
2
i +\
2
j &3\
2
i \
2
j +\
4
i \
2
j )& .
(5.27)
The asymptotic covariances of ri* and gii* are
_(1&
1
2\
2
i )(1&\
2
i )
2
&12\i (1&\
2
i )
&12\i (1&\
2
i )
1
2 (1&\
4
i ) & . (5.28)
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The covariances in (5.27) and (5.28) compared with those in (3.18) and
(3.22) show the effect of treating xi: as nonstochastic. The variance of g ij*
in (5.27) is smaller than that in (3.18) by \2i \
2
j (1&\
2
j ); the variance of gii*
in (5.28) is smaller than that in (3.22) by 12\
4
i ; and the variance of ri* in
(5.28) is smaller than that in (3.22) by 12\
2
i (1&\
2
i )
2.
Since aj=An g j and :j=An= as in (3.24), the asymptotic variances and
covariances are
nE(aj&:j)(aj&:j)$

1
2
(1&\4j ) :j:j$+(1&\
2
j ) :
p
k=1
k{ j
\2i +\
2
j &3\
2
i \
2
j +\
2
i \
4
j
(\2j &\
2
k)
2 :k:k$ ,
(5.29)
nE(aj&:j)(al&:l)$
 &
(1&\2j )(1&\
2
l )(\
2
j +\
2
l &\
2
j \
2
l )
(\2j &\
2
l )
2 :l :j$ , j{l. (5.30)
5.2. Regression Model
Now consider the estimation of 8=(,1 , ..., ,p) and 3=diag(%1 , ..., %p)
composed of solutions to (5.3). As before, ,=(1&\2)&12 : and
%=\2(1&\2). The estimators of , and % are the solutions f and t of
(2.18). The transformation Ank=f leads to (4.1), where SVV=I. The
matrices K=(k1 , ..., kp) and T=diag(t1 , ..., tp) satisfy
SUVSVUK=SWW KT, (5.31)
K$SWWK=I. (5.32)
As in Section 4, K=G(I&R 2)&12 and T=R 2(I&R 2)&1. Define K*
and T* by (4.5). Then (4.6) and (4.7) hold. The asymptotic covariance
matrix of (\2j &\
2
i )kij*=(\
2
j &\
2
i ) gij*(1&\
2
j )
&12+op (1) and (\2i &\
2
j )kji*=
(\2i &\
2
j ) gji*(1&\
2
i )
&12+op (1), i{ j, is
_
\2i +\
2
j &3\
2
i \
2
j +\
2
i \
4
j
- 1&\2i - 1&\2j (\2i +\2j &\2i \2j )
- 1&\2i - 1&\2j (\2i +\2j &\2i \2j )
\2i +\
2
j &3\
2
i \
2
j +\
4
i \
2
j & .
(5.33)
The asymptotic covariance matrix of ti*=2\ i ri*(1&\2i )
&2+op (1) and
kii*=gii*(1&\2i )
&12+\ir i*(1&\2i )
&32+op (1) is
_4\
2
i (1&
1
2\
2
i )(1&\
2
i )
2
\2i (1&\
2
i )
32
\2i (1&\
2
i )
32
1[2(1&\2i )]& . (5.34)
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Note that the asymptotic variance of kij*(i{ j) in (5.33) is that in (4.9)
minus (1&\2j ) \
2
i \
2
j ; the asymptotic variance of kii* in (5.34) is the same as
that in (4.8); and the variance of ti* in (5.34) is that in (4.8) minus
2\2i (1&r
2
i )
2. We have used the fact that the limiting distribution of
- n (SUU&SUVS&1VV SUV) is the same as the limiting distribution of
(1- n) :
n
:=1
(u:&9v:)(u:&9v:)$. (5.35)
Since fj=An kj and , j=An=j (1&\2j )
&12,
- n (fj&, j)=- n An [kj&(1&\2j )&12 =j]
=An[kj&(1&\2j )
&12 =j]
= :
p
i=1
:ik ij*+op (1)=:jkjj*+ :
p
i=1
i{ j
: ikij*+op (1)
=, j (1&\2j )
&12 kjj*+ :
p
i=1
i{ j
, i (1&\2i )
&12 kij*+op (1)
=, j (1&\2j )
&12 kjj*
+ :
p
i=1
i{ j
, i (1&\2i )
&12 g ij*(1&\2j )
&12+op (1). (5.36)
The asymptotic variances and covariances are
nE(fj&, j)(fj&, j)$=
1
2
, j, j$
+ :
p
i=1
i{ j
(\2j +\
2
i &3\
2
i \
2
j +\
2
i \
4
j )(1&\
2
i )
(\2j &\
2
i )
2 , i , i$ , (5.37)
nE(fj&, j)(fl&,l)$=&
(1&\2j )(1&\
2
l )(\
2
j +\
2
l &\
2
j \
2
l )
(\2j &\
2
l )
2 , l, j$ , i{ j.
(5.38)
Anderson (1951b) made a slightly different transformation to a canonical
form. He defined U =8$n Y=(I&R
2
n)
&12 A$nY=(I&R
2
n)
&12 U and W =
8$n Z=(I&R
2
n)
&12 W. Then instead of (5.31) and (5.32) we obtain
S UVS VUK =S WW K T, (5.39)
K $S WWK =I, (5.40)
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and K =(I&R2)12 K. The asymptotic covariances of (\2j &\
2
i )k ij*=
(\2j &\
2
i ) - n k ij+op (1) and (\2i &\2j )k ji*, i{ j, are
_(1&\
2
i )(\
2
i +\
2
j &3\
2
i \
2
j +\
2
i \
4
j )
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )(\
2
i +\
2
j &\
2
i \
2
j )
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )(\
2
i +\
2
j &\
2
i \
2
j )
(1&\2j )(\
2
i +\
2
j &3\
2
i \
2
j +\
4
i \
2
j )& . (5.41)
The asymptotic covariances of ti* and k ii* are
4%i+2%2i %i
4\2i
(1&\2i )
2 \1&12 \2i +
\2i
1&\2i_ &=_ & . (5.42)%i 12 \2i1&\2i 12
Anderson gave the asymptotic covariances of (%j&%i)k ij* and (%i&%j)k ji* ,
i{ j, as
_ %i+%j+%
2
j
%i+%j+% i%j
%i+%j+%i% j
% i+%j+%2i &
=_
\2i +\
2
j &3\
2
i \
2
j +\
2
i \
4
j
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )
2
\2i +\
2
j &\
2
i \
2
j
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )
2
\2i +\
2
j &\
2
i \
2
j
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )
2
\2i +\
2
j &3\
2
i \
2
j +\
4
i \
2
j
(1&\2i )
2 (1&\2j ) & . (5.43)
These asymptotic covariances in this (current) paper agree with those in
the earlier paper. However, in the earlier paper a more general asymptotic
theory was developed to include cases of roots of | BSXXB$&%7ZZ |=0
having multiplicities greater than 1.
6. OTHER WORK ON ASYMPTOTIC THEORY
6.1. Robinson
Robinson (1973) also treats (Y$, X$)$ with covariance matrix (1.1) and
transforms to the model (1.2) in the notation of this paper. He then defines
, , j=1, ..., p, as solutions to
7&1ZZ 7YX7
&1
XX 7XY 7
&1
ZZ , =%7
&1
ZZ , , (6.1)
, $7&1ZZ , =1, (6.2)
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where %=\2(1&\2). The solutions of (6.1) are , j=7ZZ , j=7ZZ :j 
- 1&\2j , j=1, ..., p, as in (2.6) and (2.9). He further defines
# j=%
&1
j B$7
&1
ZZ , j=%
&1
j B$, j=(- 1&\2j \ j)#j . (6.3)
Then
B= :
p
j=1
%12j , j# j$ . (6.4)
The sample vectors corresponding to , j , j=1, ..., p, are the solutions to
SYXS
&1
XX SXYS
&1
ZZ f =tf , (6.5)
f $S&1ZZ f =1. (6.6)
Let F =(f 1 , ..., f p). Then (6.5) and (6.6) are
SYXS
&1
XX SXYS
&1
ZZ F =F T, (6.7)
F $S&1ZZ F =I. (6.8)
Let A$F =K . Then (6.7) and (6.8) become
SUV S
&1
VV SVUS
&1
WWK =K T, (6.9)
K $S&1WWK =I. (6.10)
Then K wp (I&R2)12 and T wp 3. Define K * by K =(I&R2)12+
(1- n) K *. Then use of SUV=RSVV+SWV , substitution for K and T in
(6.9), and retention of linear terms in K * and T* yields
- n [SWVR+RSVW+R(SVV&I)R&3[SWW&(I&R2)]]
=[K *3&3K *](I&R2)12+T*(I&R2)+op (1). (6.11)
In components (6.11) is
1
- n
:
n
:=1
(wi:vj: \j+\ivi: wj:+\ iv i:v j:\j&%iwi:wj:)
=(%j&%i)k ij* - 1&\2j +op (1), i{ j. (6.12)
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From this we calculate the asymptotic covariance matrix of (%j&%i)k ij* and
(%i&%j)k ji* as
_ %i+%j%i+% j+2%i%j- 1+%i - 1+%j
%i+%j+2%i%j
- 1+%i - 1+% j
% i+%j &
=_
\2i +\
2
j &2\
2
i \
2
j
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )
\2i +\
2
j
- 1&\2i - 1&\2j
\2i +\
2
j
- 1&\2i - 1&\2j
\2i +\
2
j &2\
2
i \
2
j
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )
& . (6.13)
The asymptotic covariance matrix of (\2j &\
2
i )k ij* and (\
2
i &\
2
j )k ji* is
_(1&\
2
i )(1&\
2
j )(\
2
i +\
2
j &2\
2
i \
2
j )
(1&\2i )
32 (1&\2j )
32 (\2i +\
2
j )
(1&\2i )
32 (1&\2j )
32 (\2i +\
2
j )
(1&\2i )(1&\
2
j )(\
2
i +\
2
j &2\
2
i \
2
j )& .
(6.14)
From (6.10) we obtain
2 - 1&\2i k ii*=
1
- n
:
n
i=1
w2i +op (1). (6.15)
and Var k ii*  12 (1&\
2
i ). The asymptotic covariance matrix of ti* and k ii* is
_
4\2i
(1&\2i )
2
&
\2i
2 - 1&\2i
&
\2i
2 - 1&\2i
1
2
(1&\2i ) & . (6.16)
From 8 =7ZZA(I&R
2)&12 and A$7ZZA=I&R
2 we find 8 =
(A$)&1 (I&R2)12 and
- n (F &8 )=8 (I&R2)&12 K *. (6.17)
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Thus
nE(f j&, j)(f j&, j)$ 
1
2
, j, j$
+ :
p
k=1
k{ j
(1&\2j )(\
2
k+\
2
j &2\
2
k\
2
j )
(\2j &\
2
k)
2 , k, $k ,
=
1
2
, j , j$+ :
p
k=1
k{ j
(1+%k)(%k+%j)
(%j&%k)2
, k , $k , (6.18)
nE(f j&, j)(f l&, l)$=&
(1&\2j )(1&\
2
l )(\
2
j +\
2
l )
(\2j &\
2
l )
2 , l, $j
=&
%l+%l+%j%l
(%j&% l)2
, l, j$ . (6.19)
Robinson gives as the asymptotic covariance matrix of fj*
:
p
k=1
k{ j
% j+%k
(% j&%k)2
,k*,k*$. (6.20)
This expression differs from (6.18) in two respects. First, the coefficient in
the k th term of (6.18) is 1+%k times the coefficient in (6.20); this reflects
the fact that Robinson calculates the asymptotic variance of k ij* using only
the first two terms in (6.11). Second, the omission of the term 12, j*, j*$ is
correct only if the normalization is k $k =1, but Robinson’s normalization
is f $S&1ZZ f =1. (Robinson refers to Wilkinson (1965, Chap. 2) for a ‘‘pertur-
bation expansion,’’ but Wilkinson writes ‘‘... we are not interested in a mul-
tiplying factor,’’ meaning no normalization is imposed.)
6.2. Brillinger
Brillinger (1975, Chap. 10) scaled the vectors, say : =|: and # =# so
: $: =1 and # $# =1; that is, |2=1:$:=: $7YY: and 2=1# $# =# $7XX # .
His estimators a and c satisfy (2.11), (2.12),
a $a =1, c $c =1.
(6.21)
Then g =A&1a and h =1&1c satisfy (3.2) [or (3.4) and (3.5)] and
g $A$Ag =1, h 1$1h =1. (6.22)
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As above, a j w
p
: j*=|j: j , c j w
p
# j=j#j , j=1, ..., p. The probability
limits of (2.11), (2.12), and (6.22) imply that g j w
p | j=j and h w
p  j=j .
Define G =(g 1 , ..., g p), 0=diag(|1 , ..., |p), G *=- T (G &0). Then
- T [(SUV&R)R+R(SVU&R)&R(SVV&I)R&(SUU&I)R2]0
=G *R2&R2G *+0Q+op (1). (6.23)
Thus g ij*=|j gij*+op (1), i{ j. From (6.22) we obtain
1=\|j= j+ 1- n g j*+
$
A$A \| j=j+ 1- n g j*+
=|2j :j:j+
2
- n
:j$Ag j*+op \ 1- n+ (6.24)
or
0=:j$Ag j*+op (1)
=:j$ :
p
k=1
:kg *kj+op (1). (6.25)
Hence
:j$: j g jj*=& :
p
k=1
k{ j
: j:k g *kj+op (1). (6.26)
From a j=Ag j and : j=A|j=, we obtain
- n (a j&: j)= :
p
k=1
:k g *kj+op (1)
= :
p
k=1
k{ j
(:k&|2j : j$:k:j) g *kj+op (1). (6.27)
Brillinger calculated the asymptotic covariance of a j by representing
(6.27) as k{ j :k g *kg , which is incorrect. (Note that this would be correct
if :j$:k=0, j{k.) The corresponding error is made in the asymptotic
covariance matrix of c j . The asymptotic covariance matrix of a j and a k con-
tains the term 4\2j \
2
k instead of the correct 2\
2
j \
2
k .
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6.3. Velu et al.
Velu et al. (1986) have treated this matter. They define vectors , j ,
j=1, ..., p, as solutions to
7&12ZZ 7YX 7
&1
XX 7XY 7
&12
ZZ , =%, , (6.28)
, $, =1. (6.29)
As before, % is a solution to | B7XXB&%7ZZ |=0. The estimators satisfy
S&12ZZ SYX S
&1
XX SXYS
&12
ZZ f =tf , (6.30)
f $f =1. (6.31)
Because the Taylor expansion of 7&12ZZ is complicated, for the sake of
showing the error we shall study the special case of 7ZZ=I, 7XX=I, B=2
diagonal. Then 7YX=2, 7YY=2
2+I, 3=22, 8 =I. We use
S&12ZZ =I&
1
2 (SZZ&I)+op (1). (6.32)
Let F =(f 1 , ..., f p)=I+(1- n)F *. Then (6.30) leads to
- n [SZX2+2SXZ+2(SXX&I)2& 12 (SZZ&I)22& 1222(SZZ&I)]
=F *3&3F*+T*+op (1), (6.33)
and (6.29) leads to F *$+F *=op (1). From (6.33) we calculated the
asymptotic variance of (%j&%i) f ij* as
var[(%j&%i) f ij*]=%i+%j+%i%j+(%i+% j)24. (6.34)
Velu et al. have %i+%j for (6.34); as did Robinson, they neglect the terms
due to SXX and SZZ . Velu et al. state incorrectly that the asymptotic dis-
tribution is the same for f defined by (6.30) as for f defined by (6.30) with
S&12Z replaced by 7
&12
ZZ . (However, Velu et al. purport to treat an
autoregressive model with Xt=Yt&1 . In that case the covariances of
vec Tt=1 Yt Y t$ are more complicated than for Yt and Xt uncorrelated.)
6.4. Siotani et al.
Siotani et al. (1985) find the asymptotic distribution of the sample
canonical correlations and the vectors of sample coefficients of the canoni-
cal variates (Sect. 10.6) in a manner similar to that of this paper. They
obtain (3.15) and (3.24). However, their expression of the coefficient of
:k :$k in (3.25) is incorrect; they have replaced 1&\2j by \
2
j and :k:$k by
:k :j$ . In (3.27) they have replaced :l :j$ by : j:l$ . Their asymptotic variance
of r2j is consistent with the asymptotic variance of rj in this paper.
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6.5. Cointegration
Canonical correlations and vectors have been used in time series
analysis. In a stationary first-order vector autoregressive process
Yt=BYt&1+Zt , t=...,&1, 0, 1, ..., (6.35)
the covariance matrix of (Y$t , Y$t&1) is
E _ YtYt&1& [Y$t , Y$t&1]=_
7YY
7XYB$
B7YY
7YY & , (6.36)
where 7YY=7ZZ+B7YYB$=s=0 B
s 7ZZB$s. A necessary condition for
stationarity is that the characteristic roots of B be less than 1 in absolute
value. A nonstationary process, t=1, 2, ..., may be defined by (6.36) and
Y0=0 when some of the characteristic roots are 1. The left-sided charac-
terristic vectors of B define linear combinations of Yt that are stationary;
these are the cointegrating relations (Granger, 1981). Suppose each root of
B is 1 or is less than 1 in absolute value and that B&I=6 is of rank r.
Let 2Yt=Yt&Yt&1 . Then (6.35) can be written
2Yt=6Yt&1+Zt , (6.37)
and 6Yt are the cointegrating relations. The maximum likelihood
estimator of 6 is the reduced rank regression estimator (Anderson, 1951a)
described in Section 2 of Johansen (1988).
6.6. Anderson
In the model Y=BX+Z Anderson (1951b) treated the general case in
which the X’s are nonstochastic and the distinct roots of | BSXXB$&%SZZ |=0
are of arbitrary multiplicities; the limiting distributions are not normal dis-
tributions. In the next section of this paper we treat canonical correlations
and vectors when %=0 has arbitrary multiplicity.
6.7. Izenman
Izenman (1975) defined vectors by
7&12YY 7YX 7
&1
XX 7XY 7
&12
YY , =%, (6.38)
and , $, =1 and treats the corresponding estimators but does not get
explicit expressions for the asymptotic variances.
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7. CASE OF ZERO CANONICAL CORRELATIONS
Suppose \k+1= } } } =\p=0. We write
R=\R10
0
0+ , A=(A1 , A2), 1=(11 , 12). (7.1)
Then (2.4) leads to
(7YX 7
&1
XX 7XYA1 , 7YX 7
&1
XX 7XYA2)=(7YYA1R
2
1 , 0), (7.2)
A$7YY A=I. (7.3)
The matrix A2 has the indeterminacy of multiplication on the right by an
arbitrary orthogonal matrix.
Let U=A$Y, V=1$X, W=A$Z, where A2 has been made unique by
imposing suitable conditions. Then
7UU=I, 7UV=R, 7VV=I, 7WW=I&R2. (7.4)
We write
SUVS&1VV SVUG=[R
2+RSVW+SWVR+R(SVV&I)R+SWV S&1VV SVW]G
=SUUGR
2
=[R2+RSVW+SWVR+R(SVV&I)R+SWW] GR
2. (7.5)
Let G=M+(1- n) G*, where
M=\I0
0
M2+ (7.6)
and M2 is an orthogonal matrix defined as follows. If the singular value
decomposition of the ( p&k)_( p&k) lower right-hand submatrix of G is
G22=E1DE2 , where E1 and E2 are orthogonal and D is diagonal, then
M2=E1 E2 . Note that M$2 G22=G$22M2 and hence M$2G*22=G22*$M2 . Let
R 2=R2+(1- n)Q, where
Q=\
Q1 0
+ . (7.7)0 1
- 2
Q2
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We write (7.5) as
[R2+RSVW+SWVR+R(SVV&I)R] G(I&R 2)
+SWVS
&1
VV SVW G=SWWGR
2. (7.8)
As before, we substitute G=M+(1- n)G* and R 2=R2+(1- n)Q into
(7.8) to obtain the equation
- n [R(SVV&I)R+RSVW+SWVR]
__M(I&R2)+ 1- n G*(I&R2)&
1
- n
MQ&
+R2 _G*(I&R2)&MQ+ 1- n G*Q&+- n SWVS&1VV SVW M
=- n [SWW&(I&R2)] _MR2+ 1- n MQ+
1
- n
G*R2&
+(I&R2) _MQ+G*R2+ 1- n G*Q&+op \
1
- n + . (7.9)
The first k columns of (7.9) are the same as the first k columns of (3.11)
to order op (1) and can be solved for gij*, i=1, ..., p, j=1, ..., k, i{ j. The
upper right-hand corner of (7.9) is
- n R1S12VWM2+R21G*12=0+op (1). (7.10)
This gives - n S12VW=&R1G*12 M$2+op (1). The lower right-hand corner of
(7.9) is
n(SWVS&1VV SVW)22=&- n S21WV R1G*12M$2+M2Q2M$2+op (1)
=nS21WVS
12
VW+M2 Q2M$2+op (1). (7.11)
Since SVV w
p
I.
n(SWVS&1VV SVW)22&nS
21
WV S
12
VW=nS
22
WV S
22
VW+op (1)
=M2Q2 M$2+op (1). (7.12)
By the central limit theorem
vec - n S22WV=- n :
n
:=1
v (2): w (2): w
p N(0, II), (7.13)
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and nS 22WVS
22
VW w
p Wp2 ( p2 , I). The limiting distribution of the qi=nr2i ,
i=k+1, ..., p, is
?(12) p22
2(12) p21 2((12) p2)
‘
p
i=k+1
q&12i exp \& 12 :
p
i=k+1
q i+ ‘
p
i, j=k+1
i< j
(qi&q j),
(7.14)
where p2=p&k, and the distribution of M2 is the Haar measure in the
space of p2-order orthogonal matrices. See Anderson (1951b, 1984, and
1989).
From G$SUUG=I we derive
- n (SUU&I)22=&(G*22M$2+M2G22*$)+op (1)= &2G*22M$2+op (1). (7.15)
The density of the limiting distribution of X=- n (SUU&I)22 is const
exp(&14 tr X$X). The density of the limiting distribution of G*22 is const
exp(&tr G22*$G22*).
The density of the limiting distribution of Y=- n S12VW is const
exp(&12 tr Y$Y); the density of G*12 is const exp(&
1
2 tr G12*$R
2
1 G*12).
The matrices H and R 2 are treated similarly. In the development G, G*,
V, W, M2 are replaced by H, H*, U, T=V&RU, L2 , respectively. Note
that W2=U2 and T2=V2 so that S
22
WV=S
22
UV and S
22
TU=S
22
VU in (7.12) and
L2T2*L$2=nS22TU S
22
UT+op (1)
=nS22UV S
22
VU+op (1), (7.16)
as compared to M2T2*M$2=nS22VU S
22
UV+op (1).
From (7.14) it follows that
&2 log *=n :
p
i=k+1
log \1+ qi n1&(qi n)+
=&n :
p
i=k+1
log \1&qin+ (7.17)
has a limiting /2-distribution with ( p&r)2 degrees of freedom.
The results of this section have been derived rather rather heuristically.
A rigorous proof follows from Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 of Anderson
(1989). In fact, from the theorem and corollary, one can obtain the
asymptotic theory for roots of arbitrary multiplicities, specifically in the
case that R is the block diagonal matrix with i th block *i Ipi , i=1, ..., q,
and *1>*2> } } } >*q0.
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